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The·relaxation_of the electron or ion component
~f a~ ionized gas to a Max~ellian distribDtion has been :· .. ,. of some, ast.J?Ophysical interest~ Spi tz.erl has an2l yzed V~riou~·a~p~cts of the relaxation phenomenon such as (1) remoVal pf a~gulat anisotropy, (2) ener~y exchange, (3) and lo~s of energy of a p~rticle by "dynamical friction". . .
cert~inly:~orre~t, the discussions were based on the 
The quantity f(v)" is a distribution function in magnitud~-of velocities and has the normalization
where n is the number density of particles. where A is a normalization constant, v 0 is a "characteristis 11 velocity, and '1: is a dimensionless time parameter
The equation satisfied by
is then dimensionless
We can rel~e A and v 0 to the number density of particles and the average energy or kinetic temperature ( i<:.rr') of the system by
The integrals r 2 and 1 4 are constants (as one can verify directly from eq. (5)) determined by the initial distribution.
'The dimensionless time parameter in terms of Yl.)f~."\' ,I~ and I"\"
The usefulness of th{s formulation of the time rlepcndent problem is that all solutions of eqo (7) of the time~dependent eq. (7) are
The variable L is related to the time ): ' . '·' e q ( 7 )
• 0
The initial distribution is of course
The quantities 1 2 and 14 are calculated fro~ II I o Numeri ca 1 l!J.J:cgra tion.
The numerical integration was carried out using the
.. ' ... ,.
., Subscripts refer to space points, superscripts to time intervals.
The condition for stability of the numerical integration of eqs. (lO) and ( 11) is (12) This condition was used to determine the interva 1 in 1::;' for each successive time step.
An initial distribution was chosen which represents the shape assumed by a delta function after a time sufficiently short to be neglected ( rt ~ 10), and yet one which has sufficient breadth to be treated simply in a machine caleulation.
The initial distribution was chosen to be a gaussi3n centered
The distribution function -fv(~ The function -ft.t-1 ( ~·) is the final steady state which should b€ approached for sufficiently long times. In Table I 
) becomes a constant as h ( E ~ I '";)) 1.,. 
